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Daikin Group at ISH 2019 – Join the Daikin city
At ISH 2019 Daikin Europe, market leader in climate comfort solutions including
cooling, heat pump systems and control systems, will be showcasing its power of
innovation on a large scale. The exhibition stand, which for the first time will cover
more than 1,000 square meters, will present the total solution portfolio. The Daikin
Group is one of the very few exhibitors at ISH 2019 whose portfolio covers all areas –
from climate control, heating, cooling to ventilation. The focus will be on new
solutions with the low-GWP (global warming potential) refrigerant R-32 where Daikin
will showcase new key products.
360° product portfolio
While taking a walk through the Daikin city in hall 12 booth E61 trade fair visitors can
discover the 360° product portfolio for residential and commercial applications – heat pumps,
Split systems, VRV technology, as well as chiller and ventilations systems – well-placed in a
city atmosphere. For the first time, Daikin will exhibit its products on a large 1,150 square
meters exhibition stand. The company shows how the components of a modern city –
residential buildings, offices, shopping malls or hotels – can be supplied with efficient and
climate friendly heating and cooling.
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Innovative Bluevolution product range with R-32
Daikin has been on the forefront of developing energy efficient heating and cooling
technologies with low-GWP refrigerants for years. In addition to the established portfolio, the
leader in R-32 systems will present innovative novelties of the Bluevolution product range in
the areas air-to-water heat pumps, ground source heat pumps, gas hybrid heat pumps and
chillers at ISH 2019.
Daikin Design Awards
Daikin will display a range of units having recently won design awards such as the Red Dot
Award and the iF DESIGN AWARD 2018. The awards underscore the company’s increased
attention on industrial design fitting needs of both installers and end users.
Enhanced customer support with Stand by Me
At ISH visitors can take the opportunity to learn more about Stand by Me, Daikin’s
connectivity platform supporting professional installers, end users and organisations such as
social housing providers. The platform allows for an easy administration of multiple
connected installations as well as cloud-based direct access to remote metering and
monitoring.
Guided tours and Knowledge Wall
Guided tours through the Daikin city will be available in German and English, giving small
groups of visitors (customers and press) the opportunity to learn more about the innovations
directly from the experts. Presentations will be shared at the Knowledge wall – a dedicated
part of the booth – to communicate information about products, industry trends and
legislative regulations.
Daikin Europe will be exhibiting at the ISH trade fair (Stand E61, Hall 12.0, Messe
Frankfurt fairgrounds) from March 11-15, 2019. Daikin Applied Germany will be exhibiting
its industrial commercial solutions at a separated booth (Stand G38, Hall 8.0).
Further information is available at www.daikin.eu.
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About Daikin Europe N.V.
Daikin Europe N.V. is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Daikin Industries Limited and a major European
producer of air conditioners, heating systems and refrigeration equipment, with approximately 5,500
employees throughout Europe and major manufacturing facilities based in Belgium, the Czech
Republic, Germany, Italy, Turkey and the UK.
Globally, Daikin is renowned for its pioneering approach to product development and the unrivalled
quality and versatility of its integrated solutions. With more than 90 years’ experience in the design
and manufacture of heating and cooling technologies, Daikin is a market leader in heat pump
technology. DAIKIN Industries has around 70,000 employees worldwide and generated revenue of
about €17.6 billion in fiscal 2018. The company has more than 90 years of experience in the
development and manufacture of air conditioning, refrigeration and heat pump systems and is one of
the market leaders in the field of heat pump technology.
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